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Q1. 

UPSC CSE 2017: Examine the scope of Fundamental Rights in the light of the latest judgement of the 

Supreme Court on Right to Privacy. (GS PAPER-II) 

APTI Q (Dt: 25th Aug.): Do you think Supreme Court has power to engraft more fundamental 

rights in the constitution? Justify your answer in the context of right to privacy? (Indian Polity) 

APTI Q (Dt: 1st Sep ):  State whether by repealing Section 377 we will achieve the objective of 

privacy and giving equal rights to individuals of any sexual orientation? Critically comment in the 

context of recent Apex court judgment about right to privacy. (Social Issues) 

APTI Q Dt (19th July):  Whether Right to Privacy a Fundamental Right and is part of the basic 

structure of constitution? (Indian Polity) 

Comparative Analysis: The question asked in UPSC & APTI Q versions have almost striking 

similarities. 

Q2. 

UPSC CSE 2017: Does the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 ensure effective mechanism 

for empowerment and inclusion of the intended beneficiaries in the society? Discuss (GS PAPER-II) 

APTI Q (Dt: 16th July): Discuss the salient features of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Bill 

2016. 

Comparative Analysis: The question asked in UPSC & APTI Q version have almost striking 

similarities apart from little extended part. 

 

Q3. 

UPSC CSE 2017: In spite of adverse environmental impact, coal mining is still inevitable for 

development”. Discuss. (GS-Paper-1).  

APTI Q (Date: 2nd Oct): Does coal, the principal source of energy for now in India, face a dark 

future? (Energy Issues) 

Comparative Analysis: Both the versions have an indirect approach for importance of coal energy. 

Q4. 

UPSC CSE 2017: China is using its economic relations and positive trade surplus as tools to develop 

potential military power status in Asia’, In the light of this statement, discuss its impact on India as 

her neighbour.  (GS PAPER-II) 
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APTI Q (Date: 7th July): In recent times China is exercising its control in south Asian economy. How 

is it impacting and limiting India’s geopolitical significance in its neighbourhoods. (International 

Relations) 

Comparative Analysis: Both versions asked about burgeoning geopolitical significance of China and 

its immediate impact on India. 

Q5. 

UPSC CSE 2017: Initially Civil Services in India were designed to achieve the goals of neutrality and 

effectiveness, which seems to be lacking in the present context. Do you agree with the view that 

drastic reforms are required in Civil Services? Comment (GS PAPER-II) 

APTI Q (Dt: 22th Aug.):” It is impossible to run a 21st century economy with a 19th century 

bureaucracy using 18th century rules.”Critically analyze the statement in the light of fundamental 

changes the civil services need to bring out? (Issue related Civil services) 

Comparative Analysis: Two versions have some sort of resemblance. UPSC version can be a derived 

one from APTI Q one. 

Q6. 

UPSC CSE 2017: In the context of the diversity of India, can it be said that the regions form cultural 

units rather than the States? Give reasons with examples for your view point (GS-1) 

APTI Q (Dt: 9th Aug.):  What do you mean by cultural nationalism? Discuss how enforced cultural 

nationalism will harm India in long run. (Indian History& post Indian Independence) 

APTI Q (Dt: 9th Sept.):”As long as it is not secessionist, or aimed at other sections, sub-nationalism 

can be seen as a constitutive element of democracy.” Critically comment in the context of recent 

emergence of new political ideology in India.(Polity and Governance) 

Comparative Analysis: Both UPSC and APTI Q version have striking semblance.  

Q7. 

UPSC CSE 2017: Mob violence is emerging as a serious law and order problem in India. By giving 

suitable examples, analyze the causes and consequences of such violence.(GS PAPER-I) 

APTI Q (Dt: 8TH Aug): Do you think it is high time to enact an anti –lynching law in India? How it 

can safeguard the interests of minorities? (Governance and Social Issues) 
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APTI Q (Dt: 6th Aug):  State whether the cow protection movement in India needs more than the 

enactment of law and vigilantism to be successful? Critically comment. (Governance) 

Comparative Analysis: Mob lynching can be best explained example in the mob violence version in 

recent times. 

Q8. 

UPSC CSE 2017: Explain the salient features of the constitution (One Hundred and First Amendment) 

Act, 2016. Do you think it is efficacious enough ‘to remove cascading effect of taxes and provide for 

common national market for goods and services’? (GS PAPER-II) 

APTI Q (Dt: 21st Aug):  Briefly enumerate the challenges Indian economy is countering while 

implementing GST (Goods and Services Tax) in recent times? (Indian Economy) 

APTI Q (Dt: Sept 11th):   Why Industrial policy resolution of 1956 is known as economic 

constitution of India? In this light also discuss role of GST in increase efficiencies of manufacturing 

sector? (Indian Economy) 

APTI Q (Date: 25th July):  State whether by enacting the GST Act the states have surrendered their 

fiscal autonomy to the Central government? Comment.(Polity and Governance) 

Comparative Analysis: Combining the APTI Q versions will give a common platform for the UPSC 

one. 

Q9. 

UPSC CSE 2017: The question of India’s Energy Security constitutes the most important part of 

India’s economic progress. Analyze India’s energy policy cooperation with West Asian Countries. (GS 

PAPER-II) 

APTI Q (Dt: 11th August): Briefly discuss about NITI AAYOG’s energy draft policy? State whether it 

has undermined the impact on health by energy choices?(Health and Environment issues) 

APTI Q (Dt: 10th August): State whether an Indo-Afghan relation is crucial to secure connectivity 

and trade with other countries that lie to its west? 

Comparative Analysis:  Combined versions of both APTI Q have some sort of semblance with the 

UPSC one. 
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Q10. 

UPSC CSE 2017: Not many years ago, river linking was a concept but it is becoming reality in the 

country. Discuss the advantages of river linking and its possible impact on the environment. (GS 

PAPER-III) 

APTI Q (Dt: 21st October): Describe the various challenges that Govt must surmount before the 

river-linking plan taken up? 

Comparative Analysis: Except advantages, the impact on environment can be best explained in 

challenges it is going to place while implementation. 

Q11. 

UPSC CSE 2017: Industrial growth rate has lagged behind in the overall growth of Gross-Domestic-

Product (GDP) in the post-reform period” Give reasons. How far the recent changes in Industrial 

Policy are capable of increasing the industrial growth rate. (GS PAPER-III) 

APTI Q (Dt: 11th October): Briefly elucidate the newly formulated Industrial Policy,2017 put 

forwarded by DIPP(Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion).In this context also recommend 

various measures to make it more effective in near future?(Indian Economy) 

Comparative Analysis: Second part of APTI Q version has some sort of similarity. 

Q12. 

UPSC CSE 2017: On December 2004, tsunami brought havoc on 14 countries including India. Discuss 

the factors responsible for occurrence of Tsunami and its effects on life and economy. In the light of 

guidelines of NDMA (2010) describe the mechanisms for preparedness to reduce the risk during 

such events. (GS PAPER-III) 

APTI Q (Dt: 14th Aug): Discuss various guidelines by the National Disaster Management 

Authority (NDMA) for systematic and coordinated management of landslide hazards. In this light 

also highlight different recommendations for mitigating the risk associated with it. (Disaster 

management) 

APTI Q (Dt: 27th July. ): Most of the time in the monsoon month’s torrential and incessant rain 

falls creating havoc on the public life and property. In this context discuss India’s disaster 

management preparedness to mitigate the risk and restoring the normalcy in recent times. 

(Disaster Management) 
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Comparative Analysis: Apart from bold part, the pattern of question is same except the Tsunami 

(Lands slide & Flood) part. 

Q13. 

UPSC CSE 2017: What are the salient features of ‘inclusive growth’? Has India been experiencing 

such a growth process? Analyze and suggest measures for inclusive growth.(GS Paper-III) 

APTI Q (Date: 28th Aug): Do you think JAM revolution is a social revolution? Can it end economic 

exclusion in India? (Indian Economy and Social Issues) 

Comparative Analysis: JAM is the best explanation of economic inclusion. 

Q14. 

UPSC CSE 2017: Explain various types of revolutions, took place in Agriculture after Independence in 

India. How these revolutions have helped in poverty alleviation and food security in India? (GS 

PAPER-III) 

APTI Q (Dt: 11th Aug): State whether the NFSA, which is vital for social security through the Public 

Distribution System and child welfare schemes, has suffered due to a lack of political will. Comment 

(Social security) 

Comparative Analysis: NFSA, PDS, Child welfare schemes are related food security and poverty 

alleviation. 

Q15. 

UPSC CSE 2017: The scourge of terrorism is a grave challenge to national security. What solutions do 

you suggest to curb this growing menace? What are the major sources of terrorist funding? (GS 

PAPER-III) 

APTI Q (Dt: 26th Sep): “Surgical strikes, then, may have been a tactical victory for New Delhi, but 

its strategic value is far from settled.” Critically comment about sentence in the context of Indian 

national security environment. (Security Challenges) 

Comparative Analysis: Some sort similarities about national security and terrorism.  
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Q16: ESSAY 

UPSC CSE 2017: Farming has lost the ability to be a source of subsistence for majority of farmers in 

India.(Section-A) 

APTI Q (Dt: 15th Sep):” With empathy for India’s farmers and a truthful assessment of on-the-

ground farming reality, we must make the right choices for Indian agriculture.”Critically analyze the 

statement in the context of current scenario of Indian agriculture. (Social Issues) 

NOTE:  

APTI Q:  The Daily Hindu Analysis. 

All the ‘The Hindu ‘questions analysis are taken from 9.07.17 to 27.10.17. 

In future you can have more questions and answers with an extended continuation of our daily 

“THE HINDU ANALYSIS” Q&A updates.  

To Get Daily Questions From ‘’The Hindu Analysis’’ visit    

                                         www.aptiplus.in/aptiq 
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